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Besplatno preuzmite Eknjige za Download na srpskom
jeziku free PDF mobi epub Anatomy of a Fred Wilson Job
Post - 2Bit ====== michaelhart A lot of companies
don't do this, and I'm not sure if it's even worth it. Why
should the CEO of a company need to wear a suit all
day? Fred wouldn't be the CEO of a company if he didn't
feel like he had something to offer. For that matter, you
don't need the CEO to have a fancy suit, either. ~~~
howrude I never know if Fred is wearing a suit or not at
his own companies, he just says: "This is how it is done."
------ stretchwithme Fred is just doing what he has to do
to save money. He still gets paid and gets to take some
free vacations. I'm sure they have to organize their own
meetings. No one else makes them do those things. ~~~
tptacek They (Fred Wilson, basically) don't have a stock
option pool. They have a family. He's not selling AA to
people who can't afford it. ~~~ stretchwithme No one
has stock options. He'd leave if he could. ~~~
prodigal_erik You know that's not true. I assume you're
joking, but let's see: ~~~ stretchwithme Looks like it's a
parody account of Fred Wilson's twitter. ------ anamax
"the inevitable day when the dot com bubble bursts"
"I’m long-term optimistic." "Careful what you wish for."
"The CEO is an idiot." ~~~ mattmaroon Why are you
afraid of "The CEO is an idiot" working? Some CEOs
could be pretty smart if they wanted to be. 1. Field of
the Invention This invention relates to a disc recording
and/or reproducing apparatus for
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